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READINGSOUNDS PRO

Reading Sounds 1 Pro uses a unique, highly effective, patented system to
teach children to associate letters and letter patterns with the sounds they
make. It also teaches blending, segmentation, sight word recognition and
other key literacy skills found through research to be crucial in the
development of reading and spelling ability.
Reading Sounds 1 Pro is designed for parents, teachers and literacy
specialists. The Windows based software is highly intuitive for untrained
users while providing optional advanced features and flexibility for the
literacy specialist. It is ideal for children aged between 4 and 8 years old,
although it is suitable for older children experiencing reading difficulties.
Elements of Reading Sounds 1 Pro available as Mac, iPad and Android apps.
Letter Sounds 1 Pro helps children learn common letter-sound
relationships.
Letter Sounds 2 Pro helps children learn the relationships
between groups of letters and speech sounds for reading and
spelling.
Blending Sounds 1 Pro teaches children to blend (join) single
letter-sounds together to read words.

Overview
A unique patented
multisensory teaching
system to assist readers in
‘cracking the code’ in
written language
Benefit
Teaches letter-sound
relationships and applying
this knowledge in other
key skills such as blending
and segmentation.
Suitable for:
Early Years

Sight Words 1 Pro helps teach to automatically recognize the
200 most common words in English.

Struggling readers

Word Builder helps teach letter-sound knowledge, phonemic
awareness and decoding/encoding skills.

Platform

Access detailed descriptions, a feature summary comparison chart, all the
platform compatibility options and additional resource links for this
evidence based patented learning tool at http://readingdoctor.com.au.
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